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Dear Mr. Eadie: Qs .,i f

Enclosed please find a copy of an agenda I am sugg3 sting for the May 12
meeting in Denver concerning Edgemont, South Dakota. From my perspective,
it appears that there is a need to resolve issues related to environmental
standards, testing methodologies, appropriate protocol, monitoring priorities,
and data interpretation. Based on several. telephone conversations, I am sure
that we are all aware of many problems and uncertainties with these issues.
It is my intention that this meeting, involving the appcopriate local officials
and concerned state and federal agencies, will result in a consensus on these,

issues and will outline a strategy to implement our solutions.

Due to the geographical distance that separates everyone involved, I feel
that a meeting of this nature is timely and will work toward a firm understanding
of the approach we will all take in solving Edgemont's prcblems. I am looking
forward to our meeting and if you should have any comments regarding the enclosed
agenda, please do not hesitate to contact Craig McIntyre of the State Planning
Bureau,(605)-773-3661.

Sincerely, |

ih \SN k

/ James R. Richardson
[ Co'mmissioner
' v STATE PLANNING BUREAU
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Enclosure

Note: A copy of this letter has also been sent to: John Geidt, EPA;
|John'Endres, HUD; William Mott, D0E; Tom Donovan, TVA; and Mayor |

Zeimet, Edgenont. I
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I* INTRODUCTIONS MN
-fa //p'. A SS/STA M c-Ovi!,- Brf. /-M/f 77

Exchange names, areas of responsibility, and interes in the issues.
-fDVd E69N7&/ M q&,

@payra-4II. DEFINITION OF ACCEPTABLE STANDARDS f-

e'f6'/rfd4/
It seems that the existing standard of .02WL nay be affected by EPA's
new interim standard of .015WL. What level will be required for our
monitoring and testing program in Edgemont?

III.' TESTING METHODOLOGIES

It appears.that there are several technologies and methodological
~

approaches available that will provide the necessary data. What
method should we use to gather the data? (o ,ioo Hg EtPsU.

IV. PRIORITIES FOR TESTING
.

Should local requests for air samples take precedent over pursuing the
1972 and 1973 anomaly studies? go

c
V. TIME HORIZON

The group should outline the overall testing program and decide what
the appropriate time horizon will be to complete the study and to
implement the remedial action that is necessary. tt og $fructures ,

N edsn~ h& Yoq ,VI. REMEDIAL ACTION PROGRAM "krwcfwr6 curend WlK..

South Dakota is proposing that Arix Inc. undertake the engineering
.

Inecessary to design appropriate remedial action steps. The group
should also address the question of providing the necessary funds to
accomplish the remedial action engineering and to work toward a
strategy to provide the funds to implement the program.

- R p.f v wds
VII. DATA INTERPRETATION . , gg7n,

What procedures will we use te amalgamate, scale and weigh ur judgments)
about the data that has been cal'ected? At this point in time we have
agreement on the results of the ; oil sample data and we have preliminary
results of the radon air grab sr ple data taken in Edgemont to date.
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